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Editorial
Preface to the special issue on reverse engineering (featuring selected
papers fromWCRE 2009)
Welcome to the special issue of the 16thWorking Conference on Reverse Engineering (WCRE 2009), held in Lille, France
13–16October, 2009 [1]. Reverse engineering aims at obtaining high-level representations of software systems from already
existing low-level artifacts, such as binaries, source code, execution traces or historical information. Reverse engineering
methods and technologies play an important role inmany software engineering tasks. Quite often reverse engineering is the
onlyway to get anunderstanding of large and complex software systemswhen commencing important activities, such as bug
fixing, software adaptation and maintenance, system re-engineering or migration. Each year, researchers gather at WCRE
to present the latest advances in reverse engineering, with contributions in the areas of binary reverse engineering, static
analysis, dynamic analysis, mining software repositories, data reverse engineering, visualizations, program comprehension,
code clone detection and software evolution.
WCRE provides a platform not only for presenting, but also actively discussing both the issues and the opportunities that
our community faces. This discussion-oriented conference style is reflected both in themix of full research papers and short
papers as well as in the schedule of the conference, which leaves ample time for discussion.
As our community extends over the boundaries of the academic world, many of the discussed issues come from software
engineering professionals. This results in high-quality practical research with strong industrial case studies. While still a
relatively young field, the reverse engineering community is thriving and as a result there is now a substantial body of work
that has been conducted in the area with important results.
The 16th edition ofWCREwas characterized by strong papers and interesting discussions. Two of these discussions were
sparked by two exceptional keynotes byMargaret-Anne (Peggy) Storey [2] and Jean-Luc Hainaut [3]. Peggy highlighted how
software reverse engineering is no longer the task of a lone reverse engineer, but instead is a collaborative activity that can
be supported byWeb 2.0 social computing technologies. Jean-Luc on the other hand emphasized the importance of database
reverse engineering and presented a historical perspective of this subfield and an outlook for the future.
The invited papers for this special issue are revised and expanded versions of a subset of the 20 full papers accepted
and presented at WCRE 2009. Based on WCRE review reports, presentations and conference discussions, we selected five
papers as candidates for this special issue. These papers were subsequently extended with newmaterial by the authors and
subjected to two additional rounds of reviewing, resulting in two papers published in this special issue.
Wehope that readerswill enjoy this special issue and through these papers gain useful insights into the domain of reverse
engineering. We would like to extend our gratitude to all the authors who submitted papers to WCRE, to the members of
the program committee and their additional reviewers for providing valuable feedback on the papers on time. Also, many
thanks to the reviewers who reviewed the papers for this special issue. Their constructive feedback helped to shape the
papers in this issue. Our thanks also go to Jan Bergstra, editor of Science of Computer Programming, for hosting this special
issue and to Bas van Vlijmen, editorial assistant of the Science of Computer Programming journal, for all his advice.
We now briefly introduce the two papers of this special issue that cover the areas of specification mining and code
duplication.
In the first paper, entitled Mining quantified temporal rules: Formalism, algorithms, and evaluation Lo, Ramalingam,
Ranganath and Vaswani tackle a problem from the realm of specification mining, in particular, they address the problem
of automatically recovering constraints on how libraries should be used. Their solution combines simple binary temporal
operators with state predicates (composed of equality constraints) and quantification. They focus on recovering rules from
execution traces and apply classical data mining concepts to be robust against bugs (API usage rule violations) in clients. In
their experiments, they show the efficiency and effectiveness of the approach.
The second paper of this special issue, An empirical study on inconsistent changes to code clones at the release level,
was written by Bettenburg, Shang, Ibrahim, Adams, Zou and Hassan. This study investigates the impact of code clones on
software quality. In order to gain a broad perspective on this issue, the authors performed an empirical study on the effect of
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inconsistent changes on software quality at the release level, which contrasts previous studies that were performed at the
revision level. Based on a case study on three open source software systems, they observed that only 1.02%–4.00% of all clone
genealogies introduce software defects at the release level, as opposed to the substantially higher percentages reported by
previous studies at the revision level. These findings suggest that clones do not have a significant impact on the post-release
quality of the studied systems.
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